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it done or not? -that is the question hanging around Brexit. However, US would say it is also the
question for Covid relief and the Defense Authorization Act.
Brexit deal is close - Johnson is expected to make a Brexit announcement at 11am.
While a last-minute deal would avoid most acrimonious ending to Brexit, no doubt UK is heading
for a much more distant relationship with its biggest trade partner
U.S. news was not so supportive, as Trump vetoed the defence policy bill and threatens to block
COVID-19 relief deal, opening door to a government shutdown. Banging at the end in equities
does not inspire confidence.
Markets believe only US is presenting a gloom and doom and rest of the world is galloping
strongly - overwhelming short Dollar stories around- Jobless claims continued their seesaw
moves - falling in the week by almost the same level that they rose the week before.
Bulls struggle to maintain Brexit induced traction in EURUSD - likely tempered by UST 10-yr yield
gains. Falls below 10dma - inverted hammer - Descending 100-HMA currently at 1.2209, looks
tad heavy above.
China to lower import tariffs for more products. Facilitates import of parts and materials for hightech drive. Stocks fall as China to investigate Ant Group for monopoly. 6.5315 to hold in USDCNY
Details of the deal will be crucial to gauge the economic impact. Rampant virus variant prompt
harsher UK lockdowns. Deal and vaccine roll out will not prevent a tough winter .1.3135-1.3625
Dec range defines broad parameters.1.3677, 76.4% 2018-2020 fall key - break targets 1.4377
2018 high
Japanese buy foreign bonds, net Yen 802.4 bln bought whereas Foreigners sold Yen 504.3 bln
Japanese stocks. Support from ascending 100 hma at 103.45- yesterday range 103.36-65 to
stay intact- however USD/JPY at year end below 200-month moving average, now at 103.90,
would weaken long-term USD/JPY chart.
USDINR: Failure to close higher comes back to irritate - range to stay between 73.75 73.95

